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In reality, Protocol's ideas and institutions are all
but ignored by most realmwalkers. There are those who
even seek to disregard its commands.
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The Predicate of WarThe Predicate of War

The Predicate of War, the document that defines the
protocol by which the War must be fought, gives precise attention to
Earth and sets rigid standards by which operations on Earth must be
executed. Highlights of the Predicate in general follow.

On EarthOn Earth

Magic
While not in the presence of the Unaware, any magic is

acceptable. When near civilization or the watchful eyes of man, only
magic that does not produce a physical effect may be utilized. This
includes spells or powers such as Sleep, Charm, or Avoid. While
using spells or powers that meet these requirements, no verbal or
somatic gestures may be preformed within range of the Unaware.

Firearms
The use of firearms on Earth is restrained to that of the

weapon being consistent to the era in which the weapon was created.
No firearms may be used before the renaissance and may be used in
any era consistent with or latter than the weapon's creation.

Other Technologies
Technologies are treated in the same regard as firearms. The

use of technology must be consistent with its era. Any technology
may be used in an era latter than its creation.

Guising
Weapons or technologies that are guised to resemble

technologies lesser than their states may be used in prior eras only if
the effects of the technology are consistent with the era.

Man's Place
The ideas of man, as they are the inhabitants of the Jewel,

dictate the course of reality. It is they who must be protected from not
only the doings of the factions and its servants, but themselves as
well. It is always the first priority of the Cosmos to see that man
remain unaware to the reality of his position in the Cosmos.

On Reality
Reality is a collective conglomeration of the results of

events that have transpired. There may be, at any given time, an
infinite number of possible realities that may become the reality
proper. Nevertheless, regardless of the possibilites, only one will
graduate to true reality. Once this is defined, it can not be changed.

In order to prevent the continuing strain on the fabric of
space-time, the following is applied to reality. While one is allow to
travel through time in reverse to change events in the lives of those
who are "superficial" to the reality whole, key events can not be
altered once they are determined. To enforce this amendment,
Weavers will be allowed to restring reality to ensure that while the
minor "outskirts" of reality for some may be altered, reality proper
will remain unstrained.

The War in General
Enforcing its Non-Judgmental Clause, the Cosmos sees it fit

to assemble and deploy a security force that will protect the unaware.
This defense strategy will be known as the Subtlety.

Protocol
The first line of defense in the Subtlety is Protocol. It is the

responsibility of all realmwalkers. Its primary goal is to ensure that
the unaware remain so, through means of adaptation to environment.

Protocol should be practiced with total care and precision.
To the point of sacrificing one's own life to ensure its success.

The following are guidelines to ensuring the success of Protocol.
• Enforce the Predicate's will in regards to magic.
• Enforce the Predicate's will in regards to weaponry.
• Enforce the Predicate's will in regards to technology.
• Sacrifice life before breaking the ordinances of the

Protocol
• Always obey the guidelines set forth by the Predicate.

While the Predicate gives blunt definition to the
etiquette of the use of magic on Earth, many paradoxes are
caused by the blatant disregard of the predicate's decree. The
dictation of magic remains the most disregarded amendment of
the Predicate.

Realmmaster's Note: Reality should be completely dictated
by yourself and the character's actions in the game. If they were
to cause an event to transpire, then they should not be allowed
to return to that event later in the campaign and change its
outcome.
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The Veil
The second aspect of Subtlety is the Veil. Its purpose is to

guard the unaware from minor infractions that stand very little chance
of threatening reality. This includes minor spell and power use or the
discarding of weapons. The veil prevents the unaware of noticing the
presence of such things.

The Weavers
The predicate calls for two orders of Weavers to be

organized, each with its own primary purpose. The first, known as the
Cleaners, are given the power to alter reality, but only for the purpose
of protecting the unaware. Cleaners powers will not manifest unless
their use complies with their need.

Cleaners are only given the ability to alter reality on the
"basic" level, which includes altering the states of small objects,
restringing immediate time (events within last ten minutes). Cleaners
may also dictate immediate reality on a basic level so long as great
change is not required (no changing environments or historical time
patterns). Whatever actions the Weaver chooses to take, the memories
of those involved are altered, even to the extent of them knowing that
a Cleaner has "visited".

Anything Goes Clause
Other than when not in the presence of the unaware, the

only acceptable time that "talents" such as magic may be used, is
during an ongoing battle. During battles, memory is weakest, as the
instinct to survive takes over. During these moments, paradoxes can
not occur.

Ignoring the Predicate
Blatant ignorance of the predicate may bring about sever

ramifications, not only from paradox guardians, but also from the
unaware, as people tend to attempt to destroy that which they do not
understand. For example, if a mage were to use magic in the past
timeframe in the presence of the unaware, he or she would eventually
be hunted down, found guilty of being a witch or warlock, and more
than likely tortured, hanged or burned to death.

As for paradox guardians, while it is acceptable that one
may occasionally slip up, so long as no harm comes to the unaware,
and no major or cosmic paradoxes are formed, chances are that the
offender will be forgiven or go unnoticed.

Appearance
Any member of either faction desiring to visit Earth MUST

adhere to the Appearance Clause, which states that… "all must bare a
total likeness to humans in order to infiltrate human domain. Any
being not baring human resemblance is prohibited from interaction."

________________________________________________________

AngelAngel

Gabriel looked to Seraphim, "Sorry I got you into this
mess." "Don't worry about it kid," he nudged Gabriel with his elbow,
"you did the right thing calling me." "Are you hurt?" Gabriel looked
at Seraphim's mangled shoulder as though he expected any reply other
than the obvious. Seraphim wrenched peering down at the hole left by
the .44 caliber, "nothing a good doctor can't fix."

"Well, we can't stay in this alley all night. They'll eventually
find us," Gabriel whispered. Seraphim stood up splashing in a puddle

of oily water. Pulling the loose strands of hair from his eyes back
toward his ponytail, the tall, thin man observed the dark alley.

Drops of water from the fire escape above rained on them
startling Gabriel. Looking up, his eyes met the glistening barrel of a
chrome .44 caliber pistol. "Don't move!" broke Seraphim's
concentration. The two stood motionless. "Mr. Carson would like a
word with you two," the voice commanded. "Ready?" asked
Seraphim. "Yeah," replied Gabriel in a shaky, broken voice.

Seraphim closed his eyes, concentrating he imagined their
escape. He longed for Gabriel and him to be safe. The lid on a
dumpster down the alley slammed shut, shedding ageless rust and
grim. The thug startled looked up. Gabriel could feel his essence
being tugged. He felt as though he were being pulled from ties of
reality. The second he put conclusion to this, he lost the ability to
concentrate. Numbed, he felt a sharp jolt as he faded back into
existence.

He saw Seraphim beside him. The two were around the
corner and away from the thug. "That was close," Seraphim sighed in
relief. The two scurried down the alley adjacent to the building they
had been investigating. "What now?" asked Gabriel. "I'm going to
make a few calls and see who's around town," replied Seraphim. The
two turned into the next alley. Seraphim stopped in his tracks, frozen
by the glint of a .44 that broke through the darkness.

"I said, 'Mr. Carson would like a word with you two',"
demanded the voice, as the man entered the radius of a faintly
glowing streetlight. As they stood motionless, the two noted the
sounds of quickly paced footsteps splashing in the puddles around
them. Trying to track the paths of the half a dozen patters, their
attention was drawn back to the thug with the snap of a shell entering
the chamber of his gun.

Seraphim spun Gabriel so they were back-to-back. Gabriel
watched three men emerge from the shadows carrying small caliber
handguns. Seraphim tapped his chest. Hearing the pulse and with a
quick movement of his eyes, noting the blue hue surrounding his
shoulders, Gabriel touched his chest. A blue flash faded the images of
the three men approaching him for a brief second. A flowing stream
of energy, connected to his chest, followed his hand back to its resting
position, as a sword solid in definition, but composed entirely of blue
pulsing energy appeared in his hand.

"Seraphim, what are we doing?" reasoned Gabriel, "these
guys have guns." His vision was distorted by the blue glow emitted
from the large mallet on his companion's maul as it loomed over his
head from Seraphim's pulling it back in a striking position. He
steadied his hand as he noted the seriousness of Seraphim's reply,
"so?"

The low-level watchers known as "Angels" spend their
existences wandering the Jewel acting as a security force designed to
take the pressure off weavers. Angels are used by the Cosmos to
patrol modern Earth as non-special operatives. They keep their eyes
on happenings and keep track of other realmwalkers, known to be
operating on the Jewel.

There is no ranking system within the angel sect. Angels
merely swap stories with their brethren and information spreads by
word of mouth. Angels can call for the help of others when trouble is
expected. Usually one angel per level of the character will arrive to
aid him. The angel that makes the call for help is usually considered
to be the leader of the band and will remain so until the situation is
resolved and the group disbands or command is brevet by the death of
the commanding angel. Then the leader is considered to be the angel
with the highest CHA.

Angels seldom experience the Becoming as a realmwarp for
an angel is very rare, yet they are Aware.

Failure to properly enforce this clause has produced
many legends, from fairies to goblins.
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Many veteran realmwalkers consider angels to be on the
bottom tier of the Cosmos' forces and, by association of power, are
usually underestimated. This error has put many a good realmwalker
in the grave.

Special Abilities

Heightened Perception
As a blessing granted by the Cosmos, the veil is not as thick

to the angel. Angels are meant to see things others can not, therefore
they gain +1 die to perception rolls.

Fade
All angels have the ability to "fade". Fading is a means of

escape for the angel. When an angel chooses to fade, any viewing the
angel will have their attention diverted, if only for a brief second.
During this time, the angel fades from existence, and reappears just
out of the range of sight of the others he desired to escape. Angels
may only use this ability three times per story.

Mark of the Angel
All angels have a runic scar somewhere on their body,

usually on the chest. This is a dead giveaway as to their identity. The
rune is a gift from the cosmos and the means of summoning its soul
weapon.

♦ Soul Weapon: the angel has the ability to summon a solid
weapon of glowing energy from his hand. This weapon may be
any ancient weapon of choice. The weapon has the same
statistics as normal, but scores +1 point and the angel rolls one
additional die when using it. The weapon can not be knocked
from the angel's hand, but he may put it down. If he chooses to
do so, no other person can wield it, even with the angel's
permission. The angel may throw the weapon. Upon striking an
object, it disappears and re-materializes in its master's hand after
one turn.

________________________________________________________

GaeheimGaeheim

Circumventing the Predicate has never been overly difficult
for the factions. In an effort to allow access to magic on Earth,
without denouncing the Predicate, the factions created the Gaeheim.

The Gaeheim are mages that have the ability to cast spells
within the restraints of the Predicate, that is, without leaving physical
signs of a spell being cast. The Gaeheim use an alternative form of
spell casting called Flecting.

Flecting
The Weavers taught the art of Flecting to the Gaeheim, in

order to prevent paradoxes. This allowed Common spell magic to be
used without endangering the Unaware.

Flecting tackles two issues in spell use, casting the spell,
and physical effects. It allows a Gaeheim to cast any Common spell
without the use of verbal and somatic gestures. It also alters the
spell’s physical effects without changing the results. Instead of
casting the spell normally, the Gaeheim bends reality, producing the
effects he desires. There are two methods of Flecting, Component and
Sleep.

Component
The most efficient method of Flecting is Component

Flecting, for it requires less cosmic energy to perform. While
Component Flecting does not require the use of verbal and somatic
gestures, it does require using physical components. In essence, a

Gaeheim must make the spell appear to be nonexistent, and does so
through the use of components.  The Gaeheim must have access to the
proper physical component to cast the spell. There are two
requirements for this. The component must be associated with the
properties of the spell, and it must adhere to the technological
restrictions set forth by the Predicate of War.

While the system is lenient enough to allow any reasonable
physical component to be used, there are components that are
considered the standard. For example, many Gaeheim use an empty
gun to cast spells such as Fireball or Strike. Instead of producing a
fireball, an invisible bolt of energy is produced and fired from the
gun, striking the opponent for the same amount of damage. Using
power lines for the Lightning Bolt spell, or a band-aide for the Lend
Life spell is also common.

Sleep
While it requires the least amount of effort, Sleep Flecting

demands more magical energy. When a character chooses to Sleep
Flect, the verbal and somatic gestures are so subtle, that there are no
signs whatsoever that he is casting a spell. Sleep flecting requires
using an additional turn.
________________________________________________________

GlancerGlancer

The glancer is a character who, under moments of extreme
stress, receives "glances" of the future. These glances can foretell of
victory in combat or catastrophic events. They tell of near and distant
future. While most relate to the character, or those who associate with
him, others can be of events involving individuals that the character
doesn't even know.

Special Abilities

The Glance
Glances may be as short as still image flash lasting only a

second, or several rounds in length. When the glancer glances, the
premonition should be associated with the game, such as meeting a
person that in a later session will impact the course of the campaign, a
catastrophic event that will occur should the character fail in his
mission, or an upcoming battle. The details are left to the referee.

A glance occurs under extreme moments of stress.
Unfortunately, some glances occur during combat. A glancer will
only glance in combat when all three numbers being the same are
rolled.

Anytime the glancer glances treat it as though the character
is experiencing recall, meaning that the character is completely
helpless for up to a minute, completely absorbed in the vision. Just as
with experiencing recall, as the character advances in levels, the
effects of a glance reside quicker. Once the character reaches seventh
level, when the glance is over, the character flashes back into
coherence after a brief moment.

Danger Sense
Just as the psychic power, glancers have the ability to sense

danger.

♦ The character can not be surprised, such as from an ambush.
♦ At the start of combat, before initiative is rolled, the character

gets to take one turn. This action comes before any others using
Danger Sense. If the character chooses to attack, he rolls two
additional dice. The bonus only applies to this action.

♦ The character never has to roll initiative at the start of combat!
He automatically wins on the first round, getting to go before
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everyone else, even those using Danger Sense. On the second
round, however, he will have to roll initiative fall into rank as
normal.

________________________________________________________

Reality HackerReality Hacker

(Please read the section titled, On the Principles of Reality before
continuing)

"Yes, the Weavers know we exist, they literally stand on our
shoulders waiting for us to 'break' a rule so they can devour us. They
hate us, for we have the potential to be them."

Reality hackers; not many in the Cosmos can be more
potentially dangerous, for it is they who surf the waves of Cosmic
energy, pulling from it what they need to create what they desire.

Reality hackers are rare. Born Aware, not many choose to
affiliate with the Factions, although their chosen paths in life will
support one or the other's philosophies. They tend to travel alone, or
with other reality hackers, traversing the Cosmos, playing it as though
it was a game.

Reading the Waves

Reality hackers are born with a gift. All of them have the
ability to see Cosmic energy when they choose. This, of course,
distorts regular vision. While in "hacker" mode, reality hackers have a
difficult time seeing. Everything appears as patterns of energy. It is
while in this mode; the hacker becomes a force to be reckoned with.

While in "The Mode", as it is referred, the hacker sees
everything as patterns of energy. The hacker can read these patterns.
He can single out signatures in the pattern, and manipulate them! Like
snippets of code in a computer program, the hacker manipulates these
segments to produce a number of effects.

This ability is not a form of magic. Nor does it require
magic to use. It is a natural phenomenon that they be able to see the
energy. Further more, it is mere skill that they be able to manipulate
it. Admittedly, this brings them closer to the Weaver than any other
being in the Cosmos, however, they can not alter the fabric of reality
itself, nor can they change past events.

Tapping into the Mode takes one turn. Once in the Mode,
the hacker will be able to use his talents. For every hour spent in the
Mode, the hacker must make a feat roll. If he ever fails a roll, he is to
stressed out by the Mode to maintain contact and must leave it. Once
gone, he can not reconnect to the Mode for the same amount of time
he was in it. The current project he was working on in the Mode will
be scrapped, forcing him to start it over again.

While in the Mode, the hacker may have flashes of
understanding and see premonitions of what force he may be tapping.
There are a number of stimuli that dictates to the hacker whether of
not he searching in the right place for the information he seeks.

Control Aspects
Reality hackers are aware of the War, as well as, truer

reality. Since they are born with this knowledge, preparation to learn
control aspects do not cost them three points, for them this is the
fundamental from which they solidify their ideas of truth and function
in reality. As only those who come to the Jewel may learn control
aspects, all reality hackers must originate on Earth.

Learning control aspects rip the solidity of reality from a
person's mind, not only from a perspective of reasoning that the acts
are beyond nature, but also from the knowledge that others can not
perform these feats. So suffers the reality hackers. They may be
Aware and know of the truer reality, but they still live in a finite
world surrounded by finite boundaries.

When a reality hacker chooses to learn a new control aspect,
he must pay the total cost, as would anyone else. At first level reality
hackers receive one control aspect, free of cost, and may purchase
more at any time.

Probability Manipulation
The door flung open. Three guards entered the room, guns

drawn, shouting for the three to get down on the floor. Terrance
dropped his lock pick and stood up. Cassias looked to Gabriel and
Terrance, "Keep them busy, I'll free Seraphim." Gabriel summoned
his sword, Terrance his axe. "Watch him. I'll take care of the guards,"
commanded Terrance.

He started at them with amazing speed. They fired.
Terrance watched as the guards pulled their triggers. It seemed an
eternity before bullets blazed out of their barrels. He smiled, watching
them ever so carefully as they approached at what seemed to him a
dull pace. He lifted an arm as one flew past and spun around another
burying his axe in a guard's chest.

Cassias sat down in front of Seraphim. He relaxed a
moment. With a deep breath, he felt the shift. He looked up at
Seraphim. The walls, the chair, Seraphim, the handcuffs that
restrained him, everything, seemed to be replaced by a flows of
energy that represented each. The energy flittered and swirled off
each object, barely retaining its corporeal form. Even the rays emitted
from the light in the room had energy licking off their surfaces.

He reached deeper. He felt a tug. Instantly he started seeing
the patterns. Mathematics and form flowed from everything. Here he
would begin. He waved his hand and a field appeared. He reached
slightly out of view to his left. With his peripheral vision he could see
that his hand stretched into infinity. Yet before him he could see
where it sat. He searched for a signature.

A flash invaded his thoughts. He saw a blacksmith
hammering a fiery piece of metal. An understanding for the first metal
tools created with fire showed itself to him clearly. He could see the
birth of the art. 'The fundamentals of metallurgy, yes, I'll need that,' he
thought to himself.

He pulled it aside and sat it to the right. He dove into it. All
around him was the ideas of metalworking. It encompassed him. He
could see beyond its barriers that other logic waited, and beyond that,
Seraphim. He would have to work quickly. As he sat playing with it, a
metallic taste filled his mouth. He pulled ideas, twisted thought, and
extracted the art's logic. He had found the signature for which he
sought. He had come to understand metal.

He emerged from the idea and searched for patterns of
logic. He looked for a signature that would help him defy probability.
He absorbed the ideologies of mathematics. He pulled apart the
fundamentals of statistics. As he ripped into it, he could see the
pattern sitting near the surface. He pulled it. Separating idea and fact,
he stretched probability and metallurgy, recombining them, reshaping
the philosophies and functions of reality.

Gabriel watched in amazement as Terrance tore into the
guards. He looked around to Cassias who sat indian style in front of
Seraphim making motions with his left hand as though he were
highlighting and dragging and dropping code on a computer. He
rearranged windows, picked out individual pieces as though from
another field, even appeared to select some and smashed them
between his fingers. His right hand seemed to be working a Rubik's
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cube, twisting and turning, selecting and dragging. He even appeared
to talk to it as though he was laying out the syntax for a program.

With a sweep of his hand across the field on which he had
been working, he fixed his eyes on the unconscious Seraphim as he
returned to reality. "There, that should work," he stated with
satisfaction and confidence. About that time, Seraphim's handcuffs
unlocked and feel to the floor.

As the reality hacker can read and alter the "code" that
dictates reality, they can, to some degree, manipulate it. It takes a
while to alter probability, 1d6+1 rounds. Reality hackers can only
alter probability for events that can be resolved with time, such as
unlocking a lock or shutting a door using the wind. They CAN NOT
alter past events, such as fixing something that has been broken
(what's the chance that the vase will fly back together… there isn't),
nor can they prevent death or cause death using this ability. They can,
however, harm people with this talent, such as, causing a shelf with a
heavy object to break.

If the reality hacker has the Control Aspect: Stop Time, this
power becomes more interesting. They can use it to a much greater
extent, for they can stop time and from that point, alter things that are
happening at the time. For example, changing the probability that a
bullet might hit a target, or keep an ally from falling from a building
at that crucial moment where a dice roll will determine the fate of an
individual. If the person fell, they could change the probability that
the person lands on their head or feet.

Temporary Instant Talents

"There… beyond the chaos. See it? There it is. There is order beyond
the chaos. Look deeper. See it? There's the pattern. Now, look a little
deeper."

A neat function of the hacker's "interface", is the ability to
temporarily gain instant talents. All of the knowledge of the Cosmos
travels within the encoded waves. The hacker can decode segments to
find a signature, lock on that signature, single it out, decode the
information, and upload it to his memory.

The hacker will know the talent to the same degree as the
Instant Talent control aspect. As the talent was not learned through
normal means or by a total flecting of reality, the effect is only
temporary. The knowledge will remain in the hacker's head for one
hour per level of experience.

Hacking a talent is very difficult, much more so than
altering probability (a fundamental universal signature), for it requires
searching for an individual universally encoded signature that
overlaps other signatures, as well as fundamental signatures, then
singling it out and putting it together. This requires 1d6 hours minus
30 minutes per level.

Creating Items

The most difficult trick of the reality hacker is to create an
item out of thin air. Once mastered, however, it can be a useful talent.
First, the hacker can only create items that can be considered normal
equipment; field gear, armor, weapons, tools, or clothing. Vehicles,
robots, and the like can not be created.

Creating an item requires the hacker to first tap the talent
required to create it; for example, creating armor would require
armory. If the hacker already knows the required talent, he can

instantly see it in The Mode, because his personal cosmic energy
signatures share a link with those of the talent.

After the talent is tapped, the hacker must find all the
information he can about the item as well as that needed to create it.
Once this is achieved, the hacker must find a signature of creation;
any is acceptable so long as it is a creation signature, such as process
signature used in creating plant life.

Once the signature is found, the hacker can splice these
patterns to create a temporarily isolated hybrid signature that will
produce the desired item.

Once the item is produced, it is a real item, just as though it
had gone through all the normal manufacturing procedures.

The reality hacker can create one item per level per story.
The process for creating an item is 1d6 hours minus 30 minutes per
level. The hacker also receives a bonus minus ten minutes to item
creation each time he creates the same general type of item, such as,
food, ancient weapons, modern weapons, clothing, etc. So, it is very
important that the player keep track of what the character has created.
The shortest amount of time possible for item creation is ten minutes.
________________________________________________________

On the Principles ofOn the Principles of
RealityReality

Reality, its definition is the ultimate question of symantics.
What is real? Something you can touch, taste, feel, or see? Tangible
entities governed by laws of nature?

It is a well known fact amongst the Aware that the Unaware
are lied to, are kept in a state of ignorance so as to keep them safe.
The veil hides the truth from them. Their reality has come to be
something they accept without any real challenge to the authority that
places them in it, for they do not know that other possibilities exist.

The Aware, however, know a different reality; a truer
reality. But as they come to comprehend it, is it that they themselves
have not yet reached a full understanding as to what the real truth is?
Have they settled for something less because of ignorance just as the
Unaware?

To raise a different question of the same accord, what is the
next level? Is there a truer reality beyond the boundaries of being
aware? Yes… there is.

The truth to which I refer is hidden within your self. By
virtue of being a creature that is one with the same energies that
control the boundaries of reality, so can you bend those rules. This art
is called Flecting and any being can do it. I will show you how. And
only when you learn will you know the truth about reality.

Boundaries
Boundaries are set to give total definition, to give us a sense

of reassurance. They exist so not to overwhelm us with details that we
might feel are not important. Within these details is the key. A
knowledge that has always been right before us, yet just out of reach.

Denial and Retaliation
To deny these boundaries is to deny the nature of a lesser

reality. Just as when one becomes aware, so must he unlearn that
which solidified his former existence.

If the plantlife process signature is used, the item does not
grow from a photosynthetic reaction. The item's complete
creation is quasi-realistic in the Prime Material Plane. It
merely fades into existence. The only significance a creation
signature has is the fact that it is a creation signature.
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It is simple, yet impossible. Realizing that the boundaries of
reality serve a function not unlike that of the Veil is a start, but it is
not enough. You must unlearn the truth as you know it; look beyond it
and outside it. Learn to touch that which can not be touched. For only
when you have it in your hands, can you control it.

Control
Once it is understood, controlling reality is a difficult task

that takes both time and practice. As aspects of reality are redefined,
you will slowly be able to increase your ability to control them. This
comes dangerously close to the terrain of the Weavers.

Mastery of Forces
Mastery, a term used only by fools who are weighed down

by finite boundaries. There is no mastery of the forces that control
infinity.

How to Learn

Any character that has reached Awareness may learn to
Flect reality. However, the only place in the Cosmos where one may
learn this art is at its center; Earth. Here the energies that govern
reality reach the greatest magnitudes, and where the energies that
prohibit denial are greatest, so are the tools in which the truth lies.

Once on the Jewel, the character must find someone skilled
in truer reality to teach him to unlearn his finite ways. Only when a
teacher is discovered and accepts the task may he begin his training.

As the character seeking the truer reality must rip apart his
finite reasoning, so will his sanity suffer. The further he delves into
this truer reality, the more he denies his once truth definition, and the
more his sanity suffers.

Uncovering the truer reality alone causes the boundaries
that ties complacency with sanity to come crashing down around the
character. The rules have now begun to change, the character is ready
to learn how to flect reality. This preparation lowers the character's
points by three.
________________________________________________________
Learning Control Aspects

Characters to control aspects of reality by spending points.
If the ever learns more control aspects than his level, he goes insane.
There is hope for these characters, upon reaching the next level, they
regain their sanity, so long as they haven't purchased more control
aspects. If the character ever learns three more than his level, he can
never regain his sanity. If he learns four more, he suffers an aneurysm
and dies instantly. Control Aspects are listed on the character sheet
as CA.

Using Control Aspects
Unless otherwise stated, the character can use a control

aspect any time he desires. This does require the use of a turn and
sometimes even a roll. Characters can combine control aspects to
create different effects, such as, combining Deny Nature: Speed and
Inhuman Movement and Tumbling: Wallwalking to run up a wall at a
rapid speed. This, of course, requires rolls and takes two turns.
________________________________________________________
Controllable Aspects of Reality

Instant Skill
Evade Death
Temporal Transportation
Perfect Balance
Deny Cosmos: Unbecome
Deny Nature: Strength
Inhuman Reactions

Inhuman Reactions: Projectile Weapons
Inhuman Movement and Tumbling
Deny Gravity: Leap
Deny Gravity: Fly
Slow Time
Stop Time
Time Slip
Travel Time
Know Truth
Perceive
________________________________________________________
Instant Skill (4) Like snippets of code in a program, the essential
knowledge for all skills are hidden within the waves of Cosmic
energy. This knowledge can be tapped and absorbed by the character.
If the character chooses to expend the required cost, he may instantly
learn one talent perfectly, receiving +2 die to roll when using it.
Evade Death (5) Learning this aspect all but breaks the quintessential
cycle by which all things are kept in balance. While the control aspect
does allow the character to evade death, he will eventually fail to
escape, therefore bending the rule and not breaking it.
Temporal Transportation (4) This control aspect allows the
character to instantly travel to any point in the Cosmos. It is not
always successful, however, and does require a roll. If the character
fails the roll, he will not be able to use this aspect for 1d6 hours.
Perfect Balance (4) This control aspect gives the character a total
sense of balance. He can not be shoved off his feet. For example, a
character standing on a one-inch ledge, tilted at a forty-five degree
angle, eight hundred feet in the air with high winds WILL NOT fall!
Furthermore, he could run at top speed and do a flip onto another
nearby ledge without his foot's grip slipping even a millimeter. This
aspect does require one roll every round, regardless of how many
feats are preformed.
Deny Cosmos: Unbecome (4) This aspect, used only by those who
have either learned more than what they care to know, or no longer
care to know any more, allows the character to essentially Unbecome.
While it does not change what he has done as a realmwalker, it does
send him home permanently, wiping his mind of every event from the
Becoming to the Unbecoming.
Deny Nature: Strength (5) This aspect allows the character to flect
the laws of nature regarding strength, gaining +3 dice when making a
feat roll that requires the use of strength and scores +3 points on non-
ranged attacks. The character may also punch through stone and metal
structures.
Inhuman Reactions (5): This aspect allows the character to increase
his awareness and perception to events surrounding him in dangerous
situations, such as combat, to such a degree that he can literally dodge
almost anything.

When someone chooses to make an attack on the character
using this aspect, they make their normal roll. The character with this
aspect then makes a roll. If he scores more points than the attacker, he
dodges the attack (no bonuses apply).
Inhuman Reactions: Projectile Weapons (5): This aspect is
identical to Inhuman Reactions, however, it pertains only to projectile
weapons, such as, bows and guns.
Inhuman Movement and Tumbling: This aspect allows the
character to pull off feats of movement and tumbling that defy the
nature of reality to the extreme. The character may pull off anything
desired, but must learn the following examples if he desires to use
them. He may learn each individually at a cost of one point per aspect
learned.

♦ Spin to Feet: using a physics similar to an old martial arts movie,
when on the ground, the character can go from motionless, lying
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on his stomach and spin himself horizontally back to his feet.
Requires a turn, but can not be hit while "spinning up".

♦ Flying Kicks: flies through the air, up to 50 ft in length, with his
leg extended for a kick, +3 to damage.

♦ Wallwalking: Character can actually run up walls. Can run a
maximum of 3 ft per level.

♦ Slo-Mo Backflip: the character can do a leaping backflip over an
object lower than ten ft tall in slow motion, if he prefers (so to
get better aim while in the air).

♦ Change Direction in Air: the character can change his direction
in mid-air. This includes spins, angles, and direction of travel.
For example, if the character were running forward and leaped
straight up in the air, if he desired, he could spin around in the
other direction, turn himself upside down, and head off to his
left, only to flip back over before he hit the ground.

♦ Running Kick: the character can run through the air kicking. He
can pull off one kick per level, however, must roll to hit per kick.
This uses only one turn.

Deny Gravity: Leap (3): This aspect allows the character to leap ten
feet, either vertically or horizontally (or a combination of the two),
per level of experience. May also leave a confrontation at any time.
Deny Gravity: Fly (3): same as the power.
Slow Time (5): This allows the character to slow time to a near halt.
At the cost of one turn per round, the character may slow time to a
point that all others around him (allies included) get only one turn per
round and no bonuses to hit him. The character may only use this
aspect once per confrontation.
Stop Time (5): Characters with this aspect may actually halt time
completely (except for him). Everyone around him is in suspended
animation. He may only maintain this for one round per level. This
aspect may only be used once per story.
Time Slip (4): This aspect allows the character to give the nature of
time and space the "slip" for up to one round per level, the character
actually ceases to exist.
Travel Time (5): This control aspect allows the character to instantly
travel to any point in time, but will remain where he stands. It is not
always successful, however, and does require a roll. If the character
fails the roll, he will not be able to use this aspect for 1d6 hours.
Know Truth (7): This aspect allows the character to know the truth
entirely. He can see it and sense it everywhere he goes. He will have
complete and total awareness and understanding as to what the War is
what the boundries of reality are and what his potential is to
manipulate them.

♦ Automatically succeeds on rolls that require perception.
♦ Automatically sees items hidden by the Veil!
♦ Can see those using magic to hide, such as Blend or Invisibility.
♦ Knows when someone is lying to him.
♦ Can see Cosmic energy being tapped when magic is used.
♦ Can sense the presence of other Realmwalkers within the area.
♦ Knows the main alignment of everyone he comes in contact

with.
♦ Knows his exact location in the Cosmos, and how far away he is

from home and the Jewel.
♦ Has complete Awareness and understanding of the War and his

position in the War, as well as, why things are the way they are.
♦ Knows his potential to manipulate reality.
♦ Considered Cosmically Aware.

Perceive (4)

"I can feel the sun before its rises and taste the rain before
the clouds. All is a little clearer now."

This aspect gives the character +2 dice when making
perception rolls.
_____________________________________

Paradoxes
The risk of paradox using these powers would normally be

considerable, however, giving the nature of these powers, as they are
the nature of reality merely being bent and used as a tool, paradoxes
can not occur under any condition while using these powers. The Veil
automatically hides them.

"That's the building Seraphim and I were investigating,"
Gabriel pointed out to Terrance, "They must have him inside."
"How'd you manage to escape?" questioned Terrance, fully aware of
Seraphim's veteran experience. "I didn't want to fight to begin with.
Seraphim just went off on them. I saw him go down. I faded and came
to get you," explained Gabriel. "You did the right thing," comforted
Terrance, "had you been as stubborn as Seraphim, you'd probably be
in the same position, or worse."

Terrance looked down the alley as though he saw
something. He noticed a man standing on the fire escape at the end of
the alley. "Is that him?" he inquired, pointing to the man. Gabriel,
following his finger scanned the fire escape. Noting the glint of a
chrome .44, he replied, "Yeah that's him."

"Stay here," commanded Terrance. He started down the
alley. He shed his coat, flung his arms out, and shook his hands
limply, as though loosening up. He cracked his neck and drew his
hands up into fists.

Gabriel interrupted. Holding his hands out to stop Terrance,
he plead, "Look, you don't want to rumble with this guy. He's
dangerous. He took Seraphim out like some he was some kind of
cherry."

Terrance broke eye contact, staring at the man in disbelief
from over Gabriel's shoulder. "He doesn't look like much," he looked
back to Gabriel, then back over his shoulder. He cocked an eye and
became attentive, peering into the alley.

Receiving this as disbelief, Gabriel continued,  "You don't
understand, this guy was on us quicker than rats on a dumpster on
buffet night at one of those uptown joints. He came outta nowhere and
cracked Seraphim before he could even swing his maul. Look, maybe
he didn't see us. Let's just leave and find another way in. He's to much
for us."

"He's behind you." Gabriel closed his eyes tight. Terrance
noting Gabriel's lip trembling recognized the genuine look of fear.
With a snap, he grabbed Gabriel and pulled him out of the way as his
lunged his foot toward the man with the chrome .44.

His foot had barely moved before the man shot into the air
with a leap. As he reached the parabolic crest, directly overhead
Terrance and Gabriel, his travel became slow motion. He bore down
on Terrance and began to fire. Terrance flung Gabriel out of harm's
way and watched as the first bullet leapt from the gun in a fiery burst.
He followed its flow and felt its pattern. He pulled his shoulder back
as it passed by it. He spun body around to dodge another, and pulled
his head out of the way of yet another. Gabriel watched as Terrance
spun around in circles unscathed by the rain of bullets showered down
by the slow moving man.

The man completed his leap with a spin that faced him
toward Terrance. Gabriel trying to maintain balance while slowly
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backing away from the two, shocked by what he'd seen, tripped over a
crate laying near a building on the right side of the alley. He landed
behind a dumpster, and remained still, thinking it a safer place.

"Impressive," applauded the man with the chrome .44 as he
reloaded. Terrance smiling replied, "You ain't seen nothing yet," as he
reached up and touched his chest.
________________________________________________________

Common Game Ideas andCommon Game Ideas and
ScenariosScenarios

Realmwalkers isn't a game of only subterfuge, conspiracy,
and the like. Realmwalkers aren't constantly engaged in
reconnaissance and all out war. Many adventure for the sake of
adventuring and just happen across the enemy. Realmwalkers may go
for quite some time before engaging the denizens of their enemy.

The Unknowing Pawn
The players happen upon an individual of their enemy

faction. The individual has no real ties to his faction other than
association by nature or alignment. The players then proceed to foil
his plans, whatever they may be, assuming that by his general nature,
his plans are either good or evil in intent.

Small Conspiracies
Conspiracies are the meat and potatoes of small, limited

skirmishes in the Realmwalkers game. Small conspiracies include
plotting to take over an important office in a small town, actually
taking over a small town; smuggling and distributing prohibited
technology, seeking to assassinate an official, etc.

Large Conspiracies
Large conspiracies such as making an entire world aware, liberating
or enslaving a "pocket of fealty", or unfolding and foiling plans to
attempt to alter reality usually involve complex story lines and
accompanied with a large supporting cast.

War of Subterfuge
Wars of subterfuge include missions pertaining to

reconnaissance, espionage, and sabotage. For example, evading the
enemy while trying to take a persuade a higher office to opt for your
plan as opposed to the enemies, funding and starting a revolution
within an enemy claim, or plotting to steal plans.

Backalley War
The most common style of war fought between the factions.

This guerilla style involves fighting within the shadows without much
imposition on the unaware.

All Out War
On occasions, the factions amass to fight all out wars.

Campaigns and battles that involve only the denizens of the factions
and are completely separate from dealings with the unaware.

All Out War Subterfuge Style
This involves a group from the factions interweaving

themselves within the ranks of a standing army or unaware soldiers
and doing battle with one another.

For example, the Faction of Order interweaving itself with
Napoleon's army and meeting the Faction of Chaos on the fields at
Jena. Then fighting amongst themselves within the ranks of the
unaware.
________________________________________________________

Playing On EarthPlaying On Earth

Earth acts as a nexus for cosmic travelers. At any given
moment while roaming around, one may encounter any foci from
mages to gunslingers. Anything introduced into the game may be
found on Earth.

Realmwalkers, no matter where in the cosmos their
journeys take them, often have the tendency find one another. The
same is true for Earth. Most realmwalkers tend to associate only with
other realmwalkers, and normally leave the unaware of Earth alone.
On occasions, however, the factions power up the war machine and
anything that gets in its way, namely the unaware, suffers its wrath.

Past Timeframe
The past timeframe on earth covers eras ranging from pre-

historic neandertal to the renaissance. Haunted Steel covers foci and
game ideas that support the Renaissance and medieval era.

When playing in the past timeframe, the setting will more
than likely revolve around the Renaissance or medieval times. As for
stipulations for conducting a past Earth setting, the Predicate of War,
while often ignored, defines the proper protocol. When a game is
conducted in the past timeframe, the use of physical magic gains a
bonus +2 to not cause a paradox, and can not cause a major or cosmic
paradox. However, as history dictates, the ramifications for using
magic in the presence of the unaware, while in the past timeframe are
sever.

Modern Timeframe
The modern timeframe can be considered to begin with

either the dawn of the Industrial Age or Renaissance Era. More than
likely, many modern Earth games will be ran in more contemporary
times.

Some will find the modern timeframe to "bland" to provide
an exciting game. Others will find comfort in contemporary settings.
Because of improved record keeping techniques in modern times,
realmmasters have a plethora of sources from which to draw the
resources needed to build a brilliantly orchestrated session.

Prime campaign backgrounds and situations for modern
settings on Earth are abundant to say the least. Wars, for example, are
the playgrounds of the factions, as there is much at risk. War's
structure always provides all possible conflicts. Since the dawn of the
modern age, the rifle has been king, and the score of war has steadily
moved from that of attrition to objective. The closer one moves to
objective, the deeper the shadows are sown with those desiring to
manipulate their ways to victory.

As far as the prospect of war is concerned, the modern era is
packed with potential masterpiece sessions. From an American
perspective:

♦ The Revolutionary War: the birth of a future superpower. How
can the factions manipulate their ways through the ranks to help
this new republic prosper or fall? If the birth of the future
flagship power of the free world were to be prevented, how
would the world be effected? Could Chaos ensure slavery of the
human race to tyrants?

♦ Civil War: round two to prevent the birth of the superpower. If
Chaos can prevent the unification of segregated state powers, the
weaker country could not mature into the powerhouse it is
destined to become.

♦ World War II: possibly the greatest potential modern campaign
setting for Realmwalkers Earth. From peons to world leaders,
possibly the greatest struggle mankind has ever faced. It was the
ultimate battle of good vs. evil and any type of story can be
drawn from its history.
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Tapping World War II
With the plethora of articles, books, footage, and movies

available, it is easy to pull a story out of W.W.II. Adding a twist to it,
however, requires a little imagination. During test sessions for
Realmwalkers, as well as for RW: Earth, I tapped WWII's potential.
Here are some ideas, from just the European front, that I have
successfully used in games, without messing up history.

♦ Escape from the Prison Camp: Drawing from history and
adding a little fiction, I spun a story about an underground
movement within a prison camp where some of the aware
captives had planned an escape. The camp's commandant was a
paranoid barbarian that ruled the camp with an iron fist. Guards
constantly watched the prisoners' every move.

In order for them to escape, the other realmwalkers called
on the services of the PCs. The PCs job was to make the
commandant retire. The plan was for them to kill the
commandant's son; his pride and joy. Afterwards, they had to
assume the positions of German officials and manipulate the
assigning of the new commandant, which would be a feeble idiot
selected by connections within the German ranks.

♦ The Terror of Auschwitz: a cosmic being, blessed by the
essence of anguish, now forced to feed on it, posed as the
commandant of the camp, creating an ever increasing cistern
from of pain and suffering from which to feed. The more hideous
the atrocities, the stronger the creature grew. The PC's job:
infiltrate, expose, and destroy.

♦ The House in the Country: the PC's, after fighting a German
garrison guarding a small French town, retreated to the
countryside. Outside of town, they came across an abandoned
house with bloodstains on the walls and floor. During the night,
the PCs were haunted by voices, whispers, bumps, and rattling
doorknobs. After blasting several holes throughout the house,
being convinced that one of their party members was totally
insane, they encountered the source of the trouble, a soul
globular.

After a little convincing, it talked the PCs into aiding it so
that it may have eternal rest. The PC's spent the rest of the night
in the field beside the house where a mass grave was located
attempting to move a bizarre metal grave marker that apparently
prevented the restless souls from moving on.

Future Timeframe
The future timeframe of Earth should not be dictated by a

year. It should instead be considered commence when grand
technologies or vast changes in modern times occur. Triggers for an
Earth future timeframe could be mastery and utilization of gene
technology on a grand scale, mastery of energy technologies for use
as a major power source or in weaponry, or perhaps even the capacity
for interstellar travel.

There are many options as to what setting to use for the
future Earth. To name a few;
♦ Great Utopia Threatened: Earth has become a great utopia

were all of its citizens are treated as equals, a place devoid of
crime, disease, poverty, and greed, a place where merit earns
greatness. Everyone sleeps with his or her doors unlocked and
everyone has an education.

The Faction of Chaos, weakened by the serenity that has
spread throughout the Cosmos, launches a campaign to
undermine this peaceful world disrupting the flow of goodness
and allowing them to once again gain a firm foothold.

♦ Tech Powerhouse: Earth has become a technological
powerhouse. Technology has advanced to the point that human
brains can be emulated easily by computers, genetic

advancements have created a stronger race, and the use of
controlled singularities allows for interstellar travel.

Chaos could plan anything from a mass systems failure or
technological market crash, to anti-tech campaigns or the
reintroduction of magic to the general populace.

♦ Magic Rich Earth: Magic has been reintroduced to the general
populace and widely accepted by the masses. Everyone's toaster
runs on magic batteries and everyone is armed with lightning
bolts.

♦ Post Apocalyptic Earth: A very popular twist, there are
thousands of variations to the Endangered Earth scenario, from
the toppling of world powers to the disease infested polluted
ghost planet.

________________________________________________________
Key Places and Hot Spots

With the overwhelming possibilities for those who want to
set games with true historical tones, here are some points in history
that may be easily overlooked that would make for good gaming
sessions.

♦ Ancient Rome or Greece: polytheistic oligarchs with conquest
always a forethought. From the alphabet to the basis for modern
law, Ancient Rome and Greece was an environment ripe for
mass manipulation and conspiracies.

♦ Ancient Egypt: Historically renowned for their insights into the
fundamentals of modern scientific thought. Manipulating ancient
Eygpt's development of scientific thought could produce a great
number of variations on our modern ideologies, both good and
bad.

♦ Aztec and Mayan Empires: the great Aztec and Mayan empires
spanned the whole of Central and South America. Magnificent
centers of culture and law whose ideologies are reflected even in
many aspects of our own modern life today. What tragic falls for
these great empires. Ever wonder who stood behind the scenes?

♦ Scotland: Throughout history, from countless Viking to its
struggle for independence, the proud and stubborn clans of
Scotland have always fought one another for even the most trifle
of reasons. As an example, on a personal note, my own family's
clan, the Clan Gunn of Caithness fought a fued with the Clan
Keith of Strathnaver from the late 1400's until peace was
offically declared in 1980!

♦ Germany: As it would seem, Germany has always been a factor
in history. As the Factions love to intertwine themselves in
current wars (because of the impact of its results), Germany is a
key setting. Even before its unification, the geographic region
known as Germany, at one time was a globubar of over one
hundred independent city-states. The perfect setting for trouble.

♦ America: from her infancy to her achievement of superpower
status, fate always seems to smile on those who come together
that were once considered the scum of all other cultures.

♦ Russia: the strong-heartedness of the Russian people has always
been awe-inspiring. From vast tyrannical feudal kingdoms and
Mongol control to entering a world war following a horrendous
defeat at the hands of the Japanese, Russia, as a people have
always managed to stand together as a people and defy anything
they opposed. What force has held them together throughout
history?
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♦ Nepoleanic Era: many common soldier recruits hail from the
early Nepoleanic Era. Their admiration and loyalty for their
emperor broke the normal bonds displayed throughout history.

♦ China: Renowned since the dawn of man as the masters of war
China has produced some of the history's greatest military
tacticians, such as Sun-Tzu, whose ideas defined the art of
warfare. Why was it here that the art of warfare was defined and
perfected?

From Confucius to Loa Tze, China has had its share of great
thinkers who have impacted modern ideologies. How did it come
to pass that eastern thought had such an impact?

Manipulated History
Members of the factions are never seen standing at the side

of a leader whispering in his ear, however, from the shadows strings
are pulled and history created. Many times ideas are suggested, or a
path drawn out, but rarely do the factions attempt to directly influence
a leader.

 "Shadow Orchestras" are the preferred style, as the
possibility of success is much greater. If the opposing faction were to
see an enemy in the presence of politically important people or very
close to the action, then the plan will almost definitely fail, as the
infiltrators have all but handed the opposing factions their battle
plans.

It is said among the seasoned aware, "Victory is found
furthest from the goal." No statement could be truer. Most successful
missions are made so through the manipulation of underlings. The
further away the faction operates from the front, the less the chance of
detecting their presence. If discovered, the better the chance the
opposing faction may lose their scent before tracing them down, and
the easier the infiltrators can slip away unnoticed.

"Only decoys show themselves, but even so, dead decoys
are less threatening," so the saying goes. With this being said, when a
known member of a faction is seen in the presence of a leader or other
politically important person, it is usually a silent mockery of the
faction. It is an understood gloating to the other, enlightening them to
the recently achieved victory that was pulled off right under their
noses.

BEGINNING TRANSMISSION

Lars: Well, I see the President has arrived in Dallas.

Terrance: Wait a minute! Look, over the President's left shoulder.
Who's that Secret Service agent without the dark shades? Look at
him!

Lars: I see him. Who is that? Is that…? No, it couldn't be. How'd they
get there? What have they done?

Renald: What? Man, they've been quiet for weeks. What could they've
managed to pull off? It's silent across the board.

Lars: Alright guys, calm down. Renald check in with Dallas and see
what, if any, activity has been detected. Terrance, come on. We gotta
get down there.

END TRANSMISSION:
DISASTERS, EARTH: ENTRY: 1963_3

- Faction of Order Cosmic Network Training
Installation: Course Subject: Preparedness and the
Potential to Divert Disaster

Perception
It is vital that the Jewel of the Cosmos remains Unaware.

To help ensure this, the Veil is thicker on Earth. Anybody attempting
a perception roll to notice things or events that are out of place
requires scoring 2 or more points. The only exception to this is the
Angel focus found in this book.

Anything and Everything
While the Predicate, as it pertains to Earth, demands that

beings of supernatural power and inhuman likeness not display their
presence or powers before mankind, it does not prohibit them from
operating in the shadows.

They do walk among us. Isolated events and minor
paradoxes have created legends that directly point to their presence on
the Jewel ever since man started recording history.

Players may bring a character of any race or focus into a
campaign being run on Earth, they just have to be subtle with their
appearance and powers. If the character looks human, there is no
danger. If he's a walking toad, he'll need to stay out of the mainstream
in order to avoid a paradox.

Paradoxes on Earth
Since the Veil is thicker on Earth, Paradoxes are a little

harder to come by. There is a second backup to prevent this, before
the use of Weavers. There is a clause in the Predicate that allows key
realms, such as Earth, to evade paradoxes so easily. This clause is
called the Virtue of Jeopardy. The Virtue of Jeopardy clause re-maps
the possibility for dangerous paradoxes in key realms that are
considered "…high risk to paradox with catastrophic results." When
the possibility for paradox occurs in these realms, roll -1 die, rolling a
minimum of three dice.

With the help of a thicker Veil and this clause, damaging
paradoxes are harder to produce. Anything short of blasting a world
leader with a fireball while he's speaking to a large crowd of people
may not cause a Cosmic Paradox.

Time
Because the energy of Earth feeds the Cosmos, stabilizing

the structure of reality, time on Earth is a standard for the Cosmos.
When realmwalkers travel, they always know how much time has
passed since they first left their home realm. If they have ever been to
Earth, they also innately know how much time has passed since they
were last there.

Cosmic Networks
The Cosmic Networks for each faction have many contacts

on Earth. They are constantly running operations on Earth with
several installations of various sizes scattered across the globe. As for
the Powers that Be, they prefer to watch in ethereal form, from afar.

Jewel Awareness
Many Aware realmwalkers are unaware to Earth's

significance, and stay that way throughout their careers. Even those
that are Cosmically Aware, may only be so to the point of realizing
that the Jewel is a key realm. The status of Earth's significance as the
Jewel is considered information that is on a 'need to know' basis.
________________________________________________________
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New Talents
Politics: Characters with this talent have the ability to persuade and
manipulate others into altering current policy by means of trading
favors or resources. This talent grants the character a +1 die to success
when making a persuasion feat.

Detect Flecting: This talent can only be attained by characters that
use magic. By understanding the nature of cosmic energy and being
able to sense slight fluxes in a given area, characters with this talent
have the ability to detect the use of magic that is flected (see
Gaeheim). It may be used when suspicion arises that magic has been
used in the area.

Philosophy: Characters with this talent are cultured in the ideologies
surrounding various branches of philosophy. Specializing this talent
means the character is a great logician, gaining a +1 die to feats
requiring logic.
__________________________________________________
Normal Animal Compendium

All the following animals are considered level one with 2 points.

Cat, domestic, Bat, Fox, Squirrel, Rabbit, Rat, Eel, Snake, Venomous,
and Bird, crow.

All the following animals are considered level one with 4 points.

Sheep, boar, Wild, dog, Hyena, Jackal, Coyote, Domestic, Wolf,
Wolverine, Bird, Eagle, Bird, Falcon, Bird, Hawk, Bird, Owl, Bird,
Vulture.

All the following animals are considered level one with 8 points.

Horse, Riding, Horse, War, Crocodile, Snake, Giant, Shark, Ape,
Cow, Buffalo, Antelope, Deer, Cheetah , Lion, Tiger, Panther.

All the following animals are considered level one with 10 points.

Bear, Brown, Bear, Black.

All the following animals are considered level one with 12 points.

Elephant


